Abstract. We discuss the radiative corrections to charged and neutral current deep-inelastic neutrino-nucleon scattering in the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM). In particular, we study deviations, δ R ν(ν) , from the Standard Model prediction for the ratios of neutral-to charged-current cross sections, taking into account all sources for deviations in the MSSM, i.e. different contributions from virtual Higgs bosons and virtual superpartners. Our calculation includes the full q 2 dependence of the one-loop amplitudes, parton distribution functions and a NuTeVinspired process kinematics. We present results of a scan of δ R ν(ν) over the relevant MSSM parameter space.
INTRODUCTION
In the Standard Model (SM), neutral (NC) and charged current (CC) neutrino-nucleon scattering are described in leading order by t-channel W and Z exchange, respectively (see Fig. 1 ). At the NuTeV experiment, ν µ andν µ beams of a mean energy of 125 GeV were scattered off a target detector and the ratios R ν = σ ν NC /σ ν CC and Rν = σν NC /σν CC were measured. The NuTeV collaboration also provided a determination of the on-shell weak mixing angle [1] , sin 2 θ on-shell w = 0.2277 ± 0.0013(stat.) ± 0.0009(syst.) . This value is about 3σ below the value derived from the residual set of precision observables [2] . The fixed-collision-energy ratios R ν and Rν were not directly accessible at NuTeV. More precisely, ratios of counting rates, i.e. number of NC-like neutrino events over number of CC-like neutrino events and likewise for anti-neutrino events, R ν exp , Rν exp , were measured and compared to SM predictions, R ν exp (SM), Rν exp (SM), obtained by a detailed Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. These predictions differ from the measured values by [3] 
exp (SM) = −0.0032 ± 0.0013 (−0.0016 ± 0.0028) .
Basically, there are three types of explanations of the observed anomaly. may have been underestimated. This line of thought lead to re-analyses of the electroweak radiative corrections to neutrino-nucleon deep-inelastic scattering (DIS) [4] , which have been originally calculated almost 20 years ago [5] .
(b) The apparent signal is due to neglected but relevant SM effects. An asymmetry between the distribution of the strange quark and its corresponding anti-quark in the nucleon (s =s) could account for part of the deviation. The result of the measurement of the weak mixing angle could also be influenced by a violation of the usually assumed isospin symmetry (u p = d n ), or nuclear effects which have not been taken into account. For a list of other sources see Refs. [6, 7] and references therein.
(c) The signal is due to new physics. Many suggestions have been made, like effects from modified gauge boson interactions (e.g. in extra dimensions), non-renormalizable operators, leptoquarks (e.g. R-parity violating supersymmetry) and supersymmetric loop effects (e.g. in the MSSM), just to name a few of them (see [6, 8] and references therein for an overview).
Here we consider the effects of the radiative corrections to neutrino-nucleon DIS in the MSSM. Although the NuTeV anomaly is not settled as yet, it is interesting to check how far the MSSM could account for such a deviation. Two earlier studies [6, 8] treat the loop effects in the limit of zero-momentum transfer of the neutrino to the hadron, neglecting kinematical cuts and potential effects from the parton distribution functions. They conclude that the radiative corrections in the MSSM cannot be made responsible for the NuTeV anomaly, owing to the wrong sign.
Our calculation [9] includes various kinematical effects. In particular, we include the full q 2 dependence of the one-loop amplitudes, evaluate hadronic cross sections using parton distribution functions and cuts on the hadronic energy in the final state (20 GeV < E had. < 180 GeV) at the NuTeV mean neutrino beam energy of 125 GeV. Moreover, we perform a thorough parameter scan for the radiative corrections δ R ν(ν) over the relevant MSSM parameter space.
MSSM RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS TO ν µ N DIS
The difference between the MSSM and SM predictions,
Thus, only leading-order (LO) cross-sections or differences between MSSM and SM radiative corrections appear. R-parity conservation in the MSSM makes the Born cross section the same as in the SM (up to a negligible extra contribution involving the charged 
MSSM PARAMETER SCAN FOR δ R ν(ν)
We perform two different parameter scans over the following region of MSSM parameter space: 10 GeV 3 are gaugino mass parameters, M Sf. is a common sfermion mass scale, tan β is the ratio of the two Higgs vacuum expectation values in the MSSM, µ is the supersymmetric Higgs mass term, A t , A b and A τ are soft-breaking trilinear couplings. For both scans, we use the "adaptive scanning" technique [10] to scan the parameter space with an emphasis on regions where δ R ν , δ Rν are close to the observed deviations from the SM (Eq. 1). In scan I, we neglect all points in parameter space which violate mass exclusion limits for Higgs bosons or for superpartners or the ∆ρ-constraint on sfermion mixing. Fig. 2(a) and 2(b) show the resulting values for δ R ν and δ Rν , respectively, in the M Sf. -X t -plane (X t = A t − µ/ tan β ). Particularly large radiative corrections occur for large stop-mixing (|X t | ≈ 3M Sf. ). Interestingly, the only negative values we obtain for δ R ν and δ Rν have magnitudes below 10 −4 and are not shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) . In scan II, we allow the parameter points to violate the constraints applied in scan I in order to see whether parameter regions, which could explain the NuTeV measurement, exist at all. Indeed, we find such points. As an example, Fig. 2 
SUMMARY
The NuTeV measurement of sin 2 θ w is intriguing but has to be further established. Especially, confirmation by other experiments is desirable. We calculated the MSSM radiative corrections to the cross section ratios R ν(ν) including several kinematic effects. It seems, MSSM loop effects do not provide a viable explanation of the deviation observed by NuTeV. The size of the deviation could be of the right order, but it either appears with the wrong sign or violates other electroweak constraints. In any case, interesting restrictions on the MSSM parameters can be obtained. Combined with the NLO prediction in the SM, our calculation can easily provide a simulation tool for neutrino-nucleon scattering in the MSSM at the same level of accuracy.
